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Starting from waiver system being brought into insurance law, this paper 
introduces the content and application of insurer waiver system, then analyses the 
typical insurer waiver activity and discusses the deficiencies and improvement of 
insurer waiver system in our country, in the hope of better achieving the balance of 
interests among insurance contract parties. This paper is divided into four chapters as 
follows: 
Chapter 1 is waiver system being brought into insurance law. As a concept in 
Anglo-American contract law, waiver is an institution designed for overcoming 
consideration in Anglo-American law. This part first begins with the defects of 
consideration institution, then analyzes the birth of waiver system and introduction to 
the insurance law; next, describe the concept of waiver system in insurance law, and 
make comparisons between waiver system and related systems such as estoppel and 
irritancy, analyzing their connections and differences to better understand the content 
of waiver system. 
Chapter 2 is the application of insurer waiver system . First it analyzes the 
constitutive requirements of insurer waiver, which mainly includes two aspects; one is 
insurer knowing about the existed violations of insurant, the other is insurer making 
expressions of giving up contract rights. Next, this part expounds the applicable scope 
of insurer waiver, mainly including give up conditions, give up cancellation right, 
give up defense right . Finally, it elaborately demonstrates the typical waiver behavior 
before and after the happening of insurance accidents. 
Chapter 3 is the applying limitation of insurer waiver system. This institution is 
favorable for restricting the abuse of insurer rights, ensuring the legal rights and 
benefits of policy holders and insurants. It will result in the right structure imbalance 
without limitations. Therefore, it is necessary to make out restrictions in application of 















evidence rules, exclusive liability and non-waiver agreement. 
 Chapter 4 is waiver system constructed in new insurance law in our country. 
First it introduces the missing and influence of legal basis of insurer waiver system in 
old insurance law. Then probes the important value of introducing the insurer waiver 
system which mainly embodies three aspects; first, benefit for the further 
development of the utmost good faith principle in our insurance law; second, in favor 
of protecting the insurant interest and reducing transaction cost; third, to promote the 
healthy development of the insurance industry in China. Finally it talks about the 
deficiency and improvement of insurer waiver system in our new insurance law. 
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（Currie v. Misa） ②中，路什（Luch）法官提出了对价的经典定义：对价是指合
同一方的得到的某种权利、利益、利润或好处，或是他方当事人克制自己不行使
某项权利或遭受某项损失或承担某项义务。简言之，是对接受承诺的人有损失，
                                                 
①杨桢．英美契约法［M］．北京：北京大学出版社，2000．97． 
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